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5 adds about twenty new features, each of great importance, to the previous version of EDIUS, and each feature is what it is.
For example, in EDIS it is customary for the interface between clients and the bank to be saved no earlier than two hours after
receiving data. Of course, this is too slow compared to EDT, but this is not critical, and there are slower technologies. There is

also EDFS, which is slower than traditional EDII, but easier to create and more secure. EDIFACT-EDL-ELF. The fourth
technology is the type of solution that currently dominates the financial environment. EDICS - EDAS - ERDIC EDCS-EEV-

FSM Linking This is the most common technology. It provides communication between commercial institutions. The
American Association for the Quality of Payment Systems and Payments has been accepting pooled invoices, bank credit
cards, etc. as models for many years. EDCR, which is used to secure bank check payments, was developed by order of the

Federal Reserve System as a component to generate virtual checking accounts that can be used for further use as identifiers in
electronic transactions. During a discussion with Canadian bank VNQ, JJ Pilkington presented a seminar for accounting staff
on identifying suspicious mail, which usually comes with a price or store report, airline bill, discount card, etc. With the help
of Unified Certification Policy technology, he intends to fight fraud electronic checks. "We suggest that the recipient of an

electronic invoice or credit card should receive a 'document' by email in which a signed notice must be convincing enough to
convince the recipient that they are receiving a real invoice and not a fictitious one," Pilkinston said. The use of electronic

document management systems helps to develop the international payment system, since several countries have an electronic
signature, and all of them can request their own invoices. An important feature that could be used to pay online is document
authentication. Creating Visibility EDSK-EDS-EVIS "flat" A very obvious trend, which is found in this presentation, is that

the amount of application of various technologies is gradually fading away. Previously, technologies tied their efforts into one
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